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u A MUSEUM RELOCATING

A MUSEUM - RELOCATING!

INTERNATIONALES SPIELEMUSEUM
AT RESIDENZSCHLOSS ALTENBURG

A museum - relocating: Österreichisches Spiele Museum becomes Internationales Spielemuseum at Residenzschloss Altenburg, Thüringen
Two weekends in September, fabulous
helpers and a museum full of games that
need to be packed and sent on their way
to their new home at Residenzschloss Altenburg. Over the first weekend we managed to clear one room by ¾ and to pack
it into 200 boxes, thanks to the great help
from Maria, Walter, Bernhard, Gert, Kati,
Carina and Dennis.

one of the rooms

preparations
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have watched it pull out with
mixed feelings, it was the end
of an era. Thank you to all of
you who shared the journey
with me and Ferdinand and all
our good wishes for the new
start, dear museum!
Dagmar de Cassan

it empties

The
second
weekend was
dominated by
the big boxes,
which were intended for the
first delivery to
Altenburg and
have been sitting in storage
since the game
were transferred from the
museum building into our
house. For those giants we
have hired professional
helpers, who had stacked
186 boxes in the courtyard
on 31 palettes. Our own
team did cling-foil wrapping of the palette stacks
and screened the inventory or magazines, catalogues etc., ably assisted
by Dr. Jens Junge from the
Institut for Ludologie who
wanted to be there when
the games begin their
journey. Again, a big thank
you to Maria, Walter, Carina, Dennis and Hans.
Those 31 palettes meant
that about half the games
were ready to go - on
Monday morning the big
truck tractor arrived and
took those games away - I

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

it empties more

professional helpers
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NEWS

loading the lorry

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

lorry full
wrapping palettes

A year full of challenges is drawing to its close
and still there is end to challenges on the horizon - we have discovered new games nearly
exclusively in virtual communications, have
learned to live with cancelled games events
big and small and will have to forgo Nuremberg now as the second big event after Essen.
But let’s think positive and be happy about
what went well - a very fortuitous and wellmade spiel.digital, for which Merz Verlag is
due a lot of praise, digital press days by Pegasus and Kosmos and an award for Amigo
Spiele for their excellent cooperation with the
specialist games stores during the ongoing
Corona crisis. Coping with this crisis is not
child’s play, but we will do it by playing!
Ideas for games you can find again in this
joint edition of WIN and Frisch Gespielt!,
which is also available in print in Gerrman, see
www.frisch-gespielt.at. I hope you will stay
with us and read our magazines.
Have fun when reading and playing and stay
safe and well!
Editions of WIN can be found at
http://www.gamesjournal.at

departure

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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u HALLOWEEN

TIME TO BE SCARED

HALLOWEEN
The be pleasantly scared without a real
reason is fun, at Halloween and also at the
games table, so let’s see what we can find in
the games museum to provide some goose
bumps.

Before we find some individual frightening
characters, let’s take a look on general horrors, and there of course is no escaping from
H.P. Lovecraft and Cthulhu. I name Arkham
Horror as a representative for the genre,
published in German bei Heidelberger
Spieleverlag, created by Richard Launius
and Kevin Wilson for 1-8 players, ages 12+;
all players cooperate as investigators to
close dimension gates or to defeat the Ancient One if he awakens.

A rather abstract form of horror is provided
by the Black Stories Dark Tales edition,
published by Moses Verlag for 2 or more
players, ages 12+. Mysterious events featuring zombies, witches and other frightening
characters from myths, sagas and legends
need to be cleared up, using a question/answer mechanism.

Another game in the Cthulhu genre by
Martin Wallace is AuZtralien for 1-4 players, ages 13+, published by Schwerkraft
Verlag; you build railways and fight Elders
in Australia; railways are needed for mining, farms, and military attacks on Elders.
Railways need coal and iron from mining
and imports; farms not devastated by Elders
provide gold and victory points. Military variety is necessary. Characters with their traits
and resources assist; cooperation is necessary. Awakened Ancient Ones act like an additional player.

After this appetizer we can now start to be
frightened with a purpose and begin the
most familiar horror characters, ghosts. A
classic in this genre is Geister by Alex Randolph for 2 players, ages 10+, published
by various companies in many different
editions, from Bütehorn 1982 to KodKod
2019. Each player either wants to take his
four good ghosts off the board via the opponent’s corner chamber or catch the four
good ghosts of the opponent or let the opponent capture the four bad ghosts; however, you do not know which opposing
ghosts are good or bad.

Last Friday, published by Heidelberger, is a
fight to stay alive between an insane person
and a group of campers, for 2-5 players, ages
13+; four chapters in the fight use different
rules for different actions and goals.
A Study in Emerald by Martin Wallace for
2-5 players, ages 13+, and published by
Treefrog Games, also picks up the Cthulhu
topic, but combines it with characters from
Sherlock Holmes, with Vampires and Zombies as well as historic persona like Freud,
Bismarck and others in their struggle for
world dominance in the two factions of
Loyalists or Restauration members.
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Ghosts are also a favorite topic for children’s games - for instance Geistertreppe,
Childrens‘ Game of the Year 2004, for 2-4
players, ages 4+, by Michelle Schanen and

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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published by Drei Magier Spiele: Children
want to frighten a ghost, but the die is
enchanted and children turn into ghosts
themselves, but try all the same to be first
to reach the end of the staircase with their
personal pawn, even if the pawn is hidden
underneath a ghost.

Geisterjäger John Sinclair is a role playing adventure game in the universe of the
dime novels of the same name, published
at Ulisses Spiele for 1 or more players, by
Christian Günther, Markus Plötz and Mario
Truant, and accompanied by card decks for
narrator and ghost hunters. You react to
situations with your decisions which then
determine the next step of the adventure.

SPECIAL TOPIC

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks

Geisterjagd at Megableu/Hutter for 1 player, ages 6+, take the title literally, a game
unit projects ghosts on the walls of a dark
room and players need to hit the ghosts
with a light pistol; the pistol automatically
counts hits.

Polterdice by Spartaco Albertarelli for 2-5
players, ages 10+, at Kidult Games, uses
combinations of dice results to explore
rooms and to find treasures to free a ghost.
Freed ghosts challenge other players to duels about silver coins.
A good bit spookier are Vampires, which
we also encounter rather often, in games
for families and children as well as in games
about faction allegiance.

A darker side of the topic is featured in Sabbat Magica for 2-4 players, ages 13+, by
Jéremy Fraile and Guillaume Ettori at Helvetia Games; Mages fight for the title of Master Mage and move ghosts around a mansion to achieve it; if it lacks space, a ghost
retires to the cemetery or fights for victory
points when fright points are paid.

Glebdo published by Play-Net and designed by Helmut Dreßler for 2-4 players, is
an older and rather special tidbit - Vampires
and brigands race each other for a Codex
that needs to be taken from the castle to
the coach. Players act on a Petri Net, representing a city map, block the paths with
garlic cloves and remove blockades to let
the coach move.
A bit advanced in age, too, is Graf Duckula
from MB for 2-4 players, ages 5+; he is a vegetarian Duck-Vampire hunting for treasures

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u HALLOWEEN

sin Transsylvania; in the memory game the
castle is able to teleport.

are touched or pushed by Kakerlacula, you
go to the nursery and discard a garlic chip.
When Kakerlacula runs up the catapult, you
try to shoot him at the moon and, depending on your success, you might get back
garlic. When all candles are burning, players
win; if all garlic is used before that, Kakerlacula wins.

by Stephand Hand and is intended for 2-4,
or 22-5 players, in later editions, ages 10+,
and its mechanism reminds one of Scotland Yard. One player embodies Dracula
and tries to control Europe, the others are
vampire hunters chasing him using limited
information.

Draculix at Haba - by Jürgen P. Grunau for
2-4 players, ages 5+ - is a dice race. The little
vampire creeps around the castle to be first
to reach the treasure chamber; you can
move if you roll the necessary symbols in
the correct amounts.
In Dicke Luft in der Gruft by Norbert Proena for 2-6 players, ages 6+, at Zoch Verlag,
vampires need to find an empty tomb for
their day rest; you win if you have all your
vampires in a tomb first or can pass them to
other players.

Vampire der Nacht Is a game for children by Kirsten Becker and Jens-Peter
Schliemann for 2-4 players, ages 6+, especially thrilling due to the components that
glow in the dark. A vampire hunter has
strewn a sack of garlic across the castle; the
magic bat helps to move the little bats and
to get rid of garlic.
Kakerlacula is an action game using a
Hexbug, for 2-4 players, ages 6+, by Inka &
Markus Brand; the hexbug represents Kakerlacula who wants to hinder the children,
who are protected by garlic, to run around
the spooky castle to light candles. If you

6
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Nosferatu by Pierre-Yves Lebeau, published in German at Kosmos, is intended
for 5-8 players, ages 10+, who are members
of either Nosferatu & Renfield or Vampire
Hunter factions trying to meet their goal of
playing five bite cards or stake the vampire.
The Fury of Dracula was published first at
Games Workshop in 1987 and has been republished in many editions; it was designed

Bloody Nights - Noches de Sangre - by
Fidel Monteslino for 1-6 players, ages 18+,
from Spanish publisher GDM Games, is a
semi-cooperative card game. During 30
nights, players must survive vampire attacks; each round represents one search
day and one combat day.

Vampire Rader for 2-4 players, ages 10+,
by Yuji Kaneko at Kabuheru / Japon Brand is
a cooperative elimination game. One player
represents the invisible vampire, others direct eight or nine humans on the 6x6 board.
Humans move to adjacent cases or shoot,

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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for two action points per turn. You take bullets from cases you enter; radar on cases
gives information on the distance between
radar and vampire. The vampire can move
attack, or heal himself with a picked-up bat.

zombies arrive which must be fought. If one
player dies, all have lost.

The most horrible and frightening of all
horror characters are definitely Zombies,
but even in this genre their are games for
children, albeit rather few of them.

Zombie Kidz - A cooperative adventure for
2-4 players, ages 7+, by Annick Lobet at Le
Scorpion Masque; Zombies want to take
over the cemeetary and need to be fought
off. The active player must roll a die and put
a zombie into the cemetary; if you cannot
do this, the game is lost. Players move heroes; when two heroes meet, one gate is
sealed, and players win when all four gates
are sealed.

A Study of Emerald and AuZtralien have
already told us that Martin Wallace loves
games set in the horror genre, no wonder that he has also created a game about
zombies: Hit Z Road for 1-4 players, ages
12+, was published at Space Cowbows/Asmodee; we travel along the famous Route
66, chased by zombies. Cards are laid out
for track; you bid for track and pay with resources; the highest bid gets you the least
dangerous route, the other players need
to select another route; then cards are resolved.

SPECIAL TOPIC

Winter der Toten = Dead of Winter, a Crossroads game for 2-5 players, ages 14+, by
Jonathan Gilmour and Isaac Vega at Heidelberger; a test for the survival and cooperation ability of teams of players,, in this case
in the midst of zombie hordes; you meet a
general victory condition and your own secret goal.

Zombicide by Raphael Guiton, Jean-Baptiste Lullien and Nicolas Raoult is intended
for 1-6 players, ages 14+, published bei
CMON; players are survivors with unique
abilities and cooperate to defeat the zombies which are controlled by a deck of cards.
There are several versions of the game, for
instance Black Plague or Green Horde or Rue
Morgue.

The majority of zombie games, however, is
geared to experienced players, here are a
few examples:
The Walking Dead by Cory Jones at Kosmos is an adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 16+; as a survivor of the Zombie
Apocalypse you must find weapons, food,
means of transport and allies in the guise of
location tiles; you need to collect four and
return to camp without being bitten and
becoming zombie.

At the finale, let me name one the first
games in the genre, Zombies from Twilight
Creations and published in German by Pegasus Spiele, for 2-6 players, ages 15+. There
have been around 20 expansions or variants in different settings; aim of the game
is always to survive and to be first to reach
the helicopter or the eliminate a pre-given
number of zombies. þ

After the Virus - a cooperative fight against
virus and zombies as a deck building game
for 1-3 players, ages 10+, published by
Fryxgames. You have your individual starter
deck and cooperate to complete missions.
If you need to shuffle your deck, additional

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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u AMUL

CITY OF AMUL IMPORTANT ANTIQUE TRADE CENTER

AMUL

SEARCH FOR PERFECT CARD “COMBOS”
Introduction
“Card” games are always very popular, especially if you must make “combinations”
with them in order to increase your points,
and Amul is one of them: what is “different”
is that you may play it with 2 to 8 players
and this is a very important feature as it is
not easy to find a fast but interesting game
(easy to teach and very interactive) for so
many people.

8
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Picture 1 shows the components, mostly
cards: 147 “Market” cards, 19 “Palace” cards
and 9 “Bazar” ones: a triangular board is
used to keep separated the cards in three
different areas. Two booklets are also included: the first is for the rules and the second is
a summary of the different cards and their
function. It is recommended to use transparent sleeves to protect the cards, as they
will be intensively used.

The triangular board is placed in the middle
of the table and the “Palace” and “Bazar”
cards are displayed on its left and right side
(cards must be “sorted” before play, following the number of players). Five market
cards are then distributed to each player
and the game may start (look at Picture 2
for an example of set-up).
Pietro Cremona
An interesting card game for up to eight players,
something not easy to find today, and with a good
interaction between players.
The first player should be assigned the
task to mark the turns using two special
cards. He will also have the “First Choice”
in the card selection that will follow,
and this task will change turn after turn.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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This action is the real heart of the game and
this is also the moment where the players
should decide and follow their strategy.
Therefore, it is time to look at those cards a
little closely (see also Picture 3).
Each card has the following characteristics:

The game
The first player gives a sixth card to all and
places ein bis drei cards face up on the table
(the number increases with the number of
the players) under the triangular board in
an area called “market”: now every player
must select one of his cards and place it

www.gamesjournal.at

(covered) on the “market”. All the cards are
turned at the same time and the player with
the “First Choice” may take any one of them
adding it to his hand: the others follow in
turn order. Finally, every player displays one
of his cards in front of him (in an area that
we may call his “personal reserve”), where it
will stay until the end of the game.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

- A name (Guard, Merchant, etc.)
- A color (Red, Pink, Green, Yellow, Blue
and Orange)
- One or more “round icons” (Arab, Mongol, 2 swords, etc.) on the left
- One square icon (“hand” or “table”) bottom left
- One or more “rectangular” icons on the
bottom right (arrows, cards, etc.)
- A special section on the bottom that
shows Victory Points (PV), represented
by coins, and special instructions on
how to get them: to make an example,
if you have one “spices” card (bottom
left in the picture) you receive two VP,
but if you get TWO of them you will
gain six VP; one camel has a value of 15
VP, but if there are more camels in play
at the game’s end their value will decrease (10-7-4-3-2 VP); and so on.
The booklet with the explanation of all
those cards has been added just to make
things easier to find and to understand in
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the first couple of games because ALL the
cards are explained.

when they are finished the turn proceeds as
before.

collect more of the same kind in the following rounds.

But let’s go back to our players: we left them
with six cards in their hands and it is time
to see what they are doing. In effect they
have now to play a card on the table and
a first important decision must be taken:
as we said before each card is marked with
a “hand” or a “table” inside a square and
this means that the “table” cards should
be played openly on the board, while the
“hand” ones should be saved in your hand
till the end of the game. Sometimes this is
not possible, especially if you do not wish to
“present an important card to a competitor,
and you will be obliged to play the “wrong”
card that will not give you VP.

At the end of the ninth (and last) turn the
players must discard from their hand all the
“table” cards and from their personal reserve all the “hand” cards: now it is time to
calculate the VP, starting with the “yellow”
cards and going on with the other colours.
Finally, the Bazar cards are calculated (but
only if all the conditions are met) followed
by the symbols: who owns the most “arab”
or “mogols” symbols receives 8 VP, then 4 VP
are granted to the second and 2 VP to the
third. Of course, the player with most points
wins the game.

AMUL was designed to allow up to 8 players
to pla y together and to give them an interactive and competitive game: it is very difficult to find good games for so many players, so we strongly suggest it. It is perfect for
a “light” gaming evening with friends and in
family. We tested it with different numbers
of players (from 3 to 8) and it worked well
every time without exceeding the playing
time of 45 minutes. þ

Cards in the Bazar are different (see also Picture 4): their value (in VP) is calculated only if
a specific combination of other cards is obtained at the end of the game. The “Roman
salesman”, for example, is worth “0” VP, but if
you also own a gem, a spice and an ivory it’s
value climb to “6”VP. And the same happens
with the others.
The game proceeds always in the same
way: the “First Choice” passes to the following player at the beginning of each new
turn, and he will distributes 1 new card to all
and X on the table; everybody plays a card
and select one from the table, then play a
card on his personal reserve. The players
that used a card for the Palace or the Bazar
finally take and play an extra card.
But there is an exception to this routine: after having played a number of turns equal
to the number of players it is time to check
for the “Guards”: the player with the most of
them (or the most important guard in case
of a tie) displayed on his reserve has the
priority to select a card from the table, followed by the other warriors, and only then

10
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INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: R. Conzadori, S. Negro
Artist: Eilene Cherie
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Lautapelit
www.lautapelit.fi

2–8
AGE:

10+
TIME:

50+

EVALUATION
Card game
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de dk en es fi fr it nl ru se
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Reasonable playing time * Good interaction
among players * Good rules
Compares to:
Ohne Furcht und Adel, 7 Wonders
Other editions:
Gigamic (fr), Hobby World (ru), Lautapelit
(dk en fi se), Playagame (it), Stronghold (en), White
Goblin (nl),

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

My rating:

Some cards let you select (for free) another
one from the Palace: they are similar to the
some of the Market but sometimes they
may help you to obtain a particular “combo”.

AMUL is a rather simple game, in principle,
but playing with cards means that it is very
difficult to get the right ones at the good
moment and therefore to have a sure strategy, so you must use any possibility that
may arise.
The following are my suggestions:
1 – Camel: it always worth to have 2-3 of
them because even if other players may
buy some, each of them always grants at
least 3-4 VP;
2 – Silver: one card is worth 3 VP, but if you
collect two of them you will get 7 VP, with
three the point rise to 13 VP, and so on,
therefore it is interesting to collect them;
3 – Warriors: if you see one of the most value guards (those with and “A” or a “B”) try to
take them because in the final turns you will
select your new card first, a very powerful
action;
4 – Combos: many cards have an interesting
value if they combine with another one of
the same kind, so, if it is possible to get two
spices, or two carpets, or two porcelain, etc.
try to get them;
5 – Gold: each of these cards is worth 4 VP,
so 2-3 of them can make the difference…
but unfortunately everybody knows this …;
6 – Symbols: we have seen that the player
with most “Arab” and/or “Mongol” symbols
will get 8 VP, so these cards are always in
demand. It is very difficult to win in both
categories, so if you have the opportunity
to get one of them at the beginning, try to

Pietro Cremona
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COME ON IN; COME ON IN ....

Despite all players planning and playing

CARROSSEL

causes interaction with the pieces of other

... BIGGEST FUN YOU’VE EVER SEEN

for themselves, the spinner permanently
players, which makes the game very thrill-

8

ing and rather challenging. Special, somewhat altered rules for only two or three play-

One always hears about soccer players from

the potential legacy hunters does the tiger

Portugal, even in one is not interested in

belong, and who owns the fish? Due to the

soccer at all. Board games from Portugal, on

board being rotated in each round, sectors

the other hand, have not been mentioned

and with them ownership keep changing

a lot. With Carrossel , the young Portuguese

continually.

company Mebo presents its fifth game and
aiming high with it.
The set-up of the merry-to-round puts the

Martin/a Lhotzky
Interesting interaction via a spinner in a challenging
family game with sensational optic design.

ers are provided.
Carrossel is a tactical placement game for
promising families which surprises us with
enchanting components and unexpected
twists. The age recommendation given by
the publisher - ages 8 and up - has to be taken with a pinch of salt, however. The spinner
mechanism of the board has been perfectly
meshed with the topic of the game. þ

group of heirs into the right mood - a spinner which is not only visual decoration, but

This means, that again again we need to

really has an important function; the cashier

plan from new conditions which animals

booths serving as screens and the next cus-

we want to place where on the merry-go-

tomers queueing up in front of them - all

round to satisfy the greedily waiting cus-

that has been so lovingly designed by Nuno

tomers. Besides the victory points, which

Alexandre Viera, that you really want to be

customers provide for us simply by riding

the sole owner of the merry-go-round. But

on the merry-go-round, those customers

- as the potential sole owner of the favorite

also have special abilities which they make

fair attraction - we must prove that we can

available to the operators of the merry-go-

meet the expectation of the customers for

round. Even if you do not use those abilities,

the merry-to-round. Because if a customer

you do not lose the victory points. Therefore

can sit where he wants to sit he is ready to

you need not take the decision to use or not

pay more for his ticket. And this. in turn,

to use the ability, but only decide when you

earns us victory points. As soon as three

want to use, because suddenly - after a rota-

animals which the queueing customers

tion - a sector ends up in front of you, where

want to sit on, are free next to each other,

you cannot fill the spaces anymore because

sitting down can happen? But to which of

you have used them in another sector.

Martin/a Lhotzky

INFORMATION
Designer: Antonio Sousa Lara
Artist: Nuno Alexandre Vieira
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: Mebo Games / Heidelbär 2019
www.heidelbaer.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Components suit the topic ideally * Fantastic design * Good family game
Compares to:
Circus games, placement games

My rating:

Other editions:
Mebo (pt)

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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u DREAMSCAPE

YOU MAY SAY I‘M A DREAMER ...

which the Lord of the Nightmares comes

DREAMSCAPE

posed, dreamed-up landscapes, and solo

... BUT I‘M NOT THE ONLY ONE

into play and destroys the arduously comrules provide long, varied fun to play already with the core game.
Dreamscape is a tactical game for experi-

Many games that start their life in a crowd-

used and re-arranged to depict an addition-

funding campaign are reserved for a small,

al scene and thereby to collect more points,

elitist circle. And this is often good as such

this might often be the quicker way towards

games, asides from the usually sensational

your goal. With only four action points, that

components which are still off-limits for the

you need to use to collect splinters and to

big publishing companies, usually do not

move to locations that offer various special

shine with gameplay innovations or special

action, and with up to three free actions,

gaming experience. This one is different!

you soon realize that the desired result will
not be achievable in any other way.

The cover alone invites you to enter the
dream world, to lollop across tender spring
meadows with the bunnies, to sip fresh
spring water from the silver glittering

Martin/a Lhotzky
Tactical game with little chance, fantastic components and a marvelously implemented topic

enced players, based on rounds; a game
that eliminates the chance factor as well
as it is possible, despite the continuously
happening “blind” drawing. Beginning with
the enchanting components via the ambient implementation of the topic due to the
manifold action options to the final scoring,
the game is harmonious and all fits well together. The age recommendation of 12+,
in my opinion, is important in this game, as
Dreamscape graphics might attract younger players quite easily. þ
Martin/a Lhotzky

mountain stream ... but, stop! This is not as
lovely by far as you imagine it might be.

Put your thinking cap on, the puzzling con-

Dreamscape is a stringent, severe, tactical

tinues! At the end of the round you must

game - only if you dream best you will be

discard the recently and painstakingly col-

able to win.

lected splinters if you could not use them

You have six rounds to build your personal

in a dreamscape. So better place your two

dreamscapes which are required by cards

green and one blue piece somewhere to

in varying levels of difficulty. The planning

keep them for re-use in the next round?

phase already begins with the picking up

Some points in the rules are, unfortunately

of cards - you can only keep one of them!

and at least in the German translation, not

Which locations enable you to get the nec-

unambiguously formulated, but this does

essary pieces - dream splinter - most quick-

not distract from the fun to play, because

ly? Do you get yourself a card or will that

you can sleep a night on those details!

cost you victory because you are not ably

It is not yet clear if the expansions that have

to acquire the necessary pieces and cards

been unlocked in the crowdfunding cam-

that you could not resolve result in loss of

paign will be available for regular purchase

points? As pieces already placed can be re-

in shops. A variant for advanced players, in

INFORMATION
Designer: David Ausloos
Artist: David Ausloos
Price: ca. 42 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2020
www.hutter-trade.com

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

25+

EVALUATION
Dreams, landscapes, collecting
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastically beautiful components * Very
little chance despite “drawing” * Lots of
tactics * Well-implemented topic
Compares to:
Tactical games with collecting as main aim

My rating:

Other editions:
Lacerta (pl), Sylex (en, fr)
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THE MAGNIFICENT t

PERFORMERS, PRESTIGE, ATTRACTIONS!

THE MAGNIFICENT
ACROBAT NIIIICE!

Taming and presenting of wild animals in
circus arenas is meeting with more and
more rejection. But even there, baby elephants can currently provide valuable services. If they would have big and airworthy
ears, the success with the spectators would
be guaranteed. Will we be able, despite only
having fire eaters, jugglers, magicians, and
trapeze acrobats to work with, succeed after all?
As a circus manager the outlook is bleak
at the beginning, yes, there are even black
symbols on a black background to “see”.
If your first impulse should be „get out of
there fast“, you will probably select „travel“,
one of the only three action options, an option that lets you acquire jewels, additional
tents and/or orders - which go by the name
of “posters” here. To complete this orders
consecutively, using the action of „Presentation“, you must build or puzzle suitable tiles
(available in three colors and six polyomino
variants - into the respective display.
Each action is governed or triggered by the
selection of one die from common stock:
Identical colors and also the colorless joker
dice have the big advantage that they can

make future action more „powerful”. At the
end of the round you must, however, be
able to pay for the number of pips in your
own strongest color and of your own joker
dice, or you are faced with loss of points. So,
should I try, to take the same color several
times or is it enough in this round to work
with mixed colors and therefore work at less
cost? An intriguing dilemma.
Harald Schatzl
Nice puzzling to optimize available options, needs
lots of planning

Only 12 a(ttra)ctions! As we are active player
only twelve times in a game, we must extract
“Circus Maximus“ from each action; success
or failure also results from the more or less
efficient combining of multiply bonuses as
well as from “Worker Placement” for an extra
action (in this case with “trainer”), which are
able to stimulate in our brains not only the
reward center, but also our little grey cells.
In this, an additional important and thrilling role is played by the so-called “Director’s
cards”, which can magic a lot of additional
points out of the top hat for targeted playing and meeting certain specifications. Af-

ter scoring one of those cards, however, you
must forfeit this special bonus for the rest of
the game, so that optimum timing is essential for a decision on using such a card.
Optimum timing for (repeated) increase
of your final score is also essential in the
solitaire version; (a drop in points would,
at least, be less hurtful than a fall from the
high wire) - nice with enough light from
spotlights
The Magnificent is a very tactical development and build-up game using dice selection, Worker placement and Tetris puzzling
as well and nicely interaction main mechanisms for experienced players who love to
plan. Interaction and rules demands are
rather low, all in all there is a potential for
racking one’s brain over the tasks. The conspicuous graphic design elicits curiosity and
comes across as „special“, but sometimes is
less practical to handle. þ
Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION
Designer: E. Svensson, K. A. Østby
Artist: M. Mottet, J. Töpfer, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2020
www.pegasus.de

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Circus, action selection
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de es es fr it nl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice mechanism mix * Little chance and
little interaction * Emphasis on puzzles * (c)
Image Good Ol‘ Max (BGG),
Compares to:
Optimization games

My rating:

Other editions:
Aporta Games (en), Arrakis (es), Ghenos (it), Hobby
World (ru), Jumping Turtle (nl), Matagot (fr), Yoka (cn)

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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u 10 YEARS KENNERSPIEL DES JAHRES

10 YEARS KENNERSPIEL DES JAHRES

T(Z)EN OR THE ART TO KNOW ABOUT GAMES
How time flies! This year, the annual Kennerspiel-des-Jahres award
was presented already for the tenth time, under the motto of „offering advice and orientation on games to those persons who have
already acquired some experience with board games and are looking for a bit more challenge“ or, in short, selecting games for players
who are not frightened away by somewhat longer instructions and
somewhat more complex mechanisms. Which of course, does not
mean that the jury has not “foisted” (and will keep doing so) some
more chance-driven games onto those connoisseurs.

game of Die Legenden von Andor (WIN 444) and lend support to
each other. Michael Menzel, previously known “only” as illustrator/
artist has been very successful not only with this his first game, but
also, afterwards, with the six (bigger) expansions and supplements
for it.

The first award was given to 7 Wonders (WIN 417), maybe with the
intention of not having to fob off this game with one more mundane Special Award. And, in fact, this game has marked the start
of prestigious and famed sequence. Antoine Bauza, after all, did
not invent card drafting, but has provided inspiration many more
designers and games with this mechanisms in the subsequent decade And the number of by now already four “bigger” expansions
for this wonderful “forefather” plus a very special Duel variant need
not hide themselves under a bushel.
In the year after that, Inka & Markus Brand - who only five years later
again hit the mark - gifted us with Village (WIN 473). In due time,
the core game was supplemented with two expansion and there
also was the dice game variant My Village. The special feat here was
that not only a fulfilled life, but also a fulfilling game experience
must suffer a confrontation with death.
It seems that as a kind of reconciliation with that somewhat bitter
realisation we cound find consolation together in the cooperate

14
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In Istanbul (WIN 474), Rüdiger Dorn has again, and very successfully, implemented the movement mechanism from his game Die
Händler von Genua. To newcomers, I recommend the Big Box edition

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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10 YEARS KENNERSPIEL DES JAHRES t

of the game, which includes the first two expansions for the core
game. The dice version of the game was equally successful, winning
the award Spiel der Spiele 2018.

A first sensation from the Austrian point of view happened in the
next two years: Andreas Pelikan & Alexander Pfister did win in consecutive years, first with Broom Service (WIN 481) and then with
Isle of Skye (WIN 488), a so far unique feat for a team of designers.
Unfortunately, there are only (two) expansions for the second winner, but at least there is a nice, tight, little card game version for the
first one.

www.gamesjournal.at

ANNIVERSARY

Then it was again Inka & Markus Brand’s turn with EXIT – Das Spiel
(WIN 519), at the start of the boom for Exycape Room games, which
is continuing strongly until day; for exit alone, there are more than
20(!) titles in the range, currently even including puzzles - but still
and somewhat unfortunately, for once-only play and ditching afterwards.

A consolation for the Austrian gamer’s jeart is the (second) sensation, happening in 2018: Not only did Wolfgang Warsch win the
Kennerspiel award with Die Quacksalber von Quedlinburg (WIN
519) – which can now be played also by five players when using the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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u 10 YEARS KENNERSPIEL DES JAHRES

(KOSMOS, Thomas Sing, WIN 533/34) will be applauded by all
friends of card games, because the game offers a unique cooperative experience in trick-taking and has truly earned the award.
Also nominated this year were Der Kartograph and King’s Dilemma,
at which you can take a closer look elsewhere in this issue. þ

expansion Kräuterhexen – there were two more games designed
by Wolfgang Warsch nominated for an award - (Ganz schön clever
& The Mind).

And, last year, Elizabeth Hargrave showed us with Flügelschlag,
how beautiful a board game can be (and also should be - Heuer kennt´ ma uns was dersparen!, fg 3/2019). Meanwhile, there have been
added 81 European birds to the 170 American birds in the core
game - which not only did improve the understanding between
birds and people, but also the flair of the game - to a little less solitaire one. And the Ocean birds are already ready to take flight to join
the others.
The winner of this years „Decade Anniversary Award“ - Die Crew

16
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SPIEL DES JAHRES 2020 t

SPIEL DES JAHRES AND KENNERSPIEL DES JAHRES IN 2020

SPIEL DES JAHRES 2020
DRAW, PAINT, SHAPE AND PUZZLING

During the quarantine, children permanently whining because of it, and/or also
partners complaining, need to be amused, if
possible 24/7. But what to do when the last
paper has been scribbled on, the last color
has been used up, the last bit of plasticine
shaped and last puzzle has been solved?
Has the Spiel des Jahres Jury reacted prop-

color specifications or to meet orders with
such. In the predecessor game of Habitats,
the concept was placatively implemented
with animal habitats, while here we are confronted with a purely abstract logic puzzle
(maybe to completely avoid the risk of an
additional Zoonosis).
The award winner, however, was Pictures (Daniela & Christian Stöhr; PDVerlag): Finally, variation in the guise of
shapes, using shoe laces, symbol-cards,
small wooden cubes, building blocks
and so, to construct those shapes presented by image templates, a fun party
game. Players outside your own household should be reminded of the ubiquitous washing of hands, to go easy on
components and fellow players.

erly to this year’s - and the may returning extreme conditions? Be that as may, nearly
all games nominated for awards have at
their basis one or more of the four basic
types of amusement / occupation:
My City (Reiner Knizia; Kosmos; fg digital
1/2020) offers puzzling with building tiles
which - again - are remarkably similar to the
polyominos we are all familiar with since Tetris. A few more rules, components and variants can be discovered within the framework of a challenging “Legacy” concept,
until finally all secret envelopes are opened
and boards are stickered and written on
and thus unsuitable for further use; at least,
the finished product is a “permanent” game
for the future (or a longer lock-down).
Nova Luna (Uwe Rosenberg & Corné
van Moorsel; Pegasus/Edition Spielwiese)
makes us do puzzles again, this time using
square tiles to effectively combine various

www.gamesjournal.at

In Draftosaurus (WIN 537, fg 1/2020),
too, as well as in Kitchen Rush (fg
4/2019), both on the Recommendation
list, we can neither keep our distance or
guarantee that no virus will be handed
to another player with the repeated
handing on game components. Color Brain
uses a lot more colors than the Corona Signal, but is hopefully more easily understood.
The predator cats in Spicy (fg 2/2020 & Spiele
Hit Karten) look as if they could originate
from a Chinese wild animal market - so take
care. On top of that, we have another urban
development game en miniature with Little
Town (fg 3/2019; not to be mixed up, albeit
easily done, with Tiny Towns, fg 1/2020).
And how does Kennerspiel des Jahres
come across in times of lock-down?
With using of puzzling, drawing, filling/
painting - if you use your own color crayons
- and the finally maybe aggravated „Shaping“ of the final result into a crumpled paper, Der Kartograph (Jordy Adan; Pegasus;
fg digital 1/2020) offers all that is important
in isolation. Should the accompanying fun
in playing be without time limit, you should
have a printer at your command in your
home office.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

The clearly more turbulent The King´s Dilemma (Lorenzo Silva, Hjalmar Hach & Carlo
Burelli; HG/Heidelbär), on the other hand, is
perfect for a community of four to five players who love to discuss and negotiate and
love to or must use up a lot of time to play
- the prior viewing, maybe even repeated,
viewing of all seasons of GoT might be helpful.

At long last, again a tricking game? Yawn!
- But not with Die Crew (Thomas Sing; Kosmos; fg 3/2019 & Spiele Hit Freunde), card
game that offers unique cooperative experience to friends of card games and therefore has earned its award - furthermore, the
reduced and quiet means of communications do provide a pleasing contrast to the
otherwise loud confrontations in connection with the enervating narrow environment at home.
Therefore we can offer congratulations - not
too loud! - and consider us to be well provided with playing basics for coming times.
þ
Harald Schatzl
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u SWITCH & SIGNAL

TRANSPORTING FREIGHT IN CENTRAL EUROPE OR NORTH AMERICA

SWITCH & SIGNAL
A COMMON PURPOSE!

Rail tracks, switches and signals for trains
that need to take commodities from four
cities to the harbor. Three types of trains
have different maximum speed and can
transport one commodity each at a time.
Game set-up is simple- put switches and
signals on the chosen board - Central Europe or Northern America - according to
specifications in the rules. Time tokens
are placed on the station clock and two
commodities of each color are placed in
the corresponding cities. 18 Movement
Orders are shuffled and then you set aside
two of them unchecked. 81 action cards
for three action options - place signal,
change switch or move train - are shuffled
and five cards are dealt to each player.
The aim of the game is also quickly stated
- we need to cooperate to take all commodities from the cities to the harbor before all movement orders have been used.
As each player in his turn reveals one of
those orders, the game ends after 16 turns
the latest! Tight, very tight, let me tell you
already now!
As I said, a player turn begins with revealing of a movement order for moving trains

18
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and maybe also placing a train. For Placing, players confer about and decide the
color; then you roll a die and the train is
put on the resulting starting case; if this
is occupied, you remove two time tokens
from the clock. For Moving, ALL trains of
that color must move; for each one you
roll the movement die of the train color;
junctions can only be passed across correctly aligned witches and trains must stop
for red signals. In cities, movement always
stops - with time loss - and you can load a
commodity on an empty train or deliver a
commodity at the harbor town. If you cannot complete all steps of a die result, you
remove one time token for each unused
step. As there are only seven time tokens,
you must plan very carefully, because taking back time tokens removes one movement order from the game and therefore
one player turn!
After resolving the movement order, you
can play any number of action cards, either to switch a signal from red to green or
to realign a switch in a junction or to move
ONE train of your choice. If you discard
any two cards, you can select any of the
three options. Finally, you draw five cards,
regardless of how many you have in hand.

A few more details:
- Trains that delivered a commodity at the
harbor go back to depot and can be re-entered. A train always goes forward in direction of the arrows; trains meeting head-on
cost time tokens and the actively moved
train goes to the depot and an eventual
commodity on it into the corresponding
city.
Dagmar de Cassan
A family game with cooperation as one of the deciding elements; the equally dominant luck of the dice
is a question of taste. If can take one or two games to
plumb the possibilites of the action cards.

- Three helpers depict on the board can
be used ONCE in the game - the Logistics
person annuls a movement roll; the dispatcher allows you to pass through all cities on green signals without stopping and
the Driver blocks movement of ALL trains
in a color depicted on a movement order.
- On the North America board, you must
take one commodity each to both of the
harbor cities and trains can pass through
cities without stopping.
Signal discs, switches and time tokens not
used in the basic game can be used to vary
the degree of difficulty.
All in all, my resume is a positive one, but
with a BUT - mechanisms and rules are
well-made and work well, mechanisms

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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interact nicely, considering, conferring
about and planning of the next move
or moves is necessary, but - and this is
my BUT - only when you have revealed
the movement order, because only
then you will know which trains will
move and what will be the maximum
range - grey ones go maximum three
steps, brown ones four and black ones
five steps. And this is very the very dominant luck of the dice enters the game
- occupied starting cases or forfeit steps
cost time and you can only hope that
you have enough suitable cards in hand
to changes switches or signals, yet another element of chance.
But what is my standard opinion - a
good game is a game in which I have
played very will, if I did win, and in
which luck has deserted my when I did
lose.
Finally, a cordial thank you to Kosmos,
who presented the game in a fantastically organized and implemented virtual Press Meeting and sent a sample
hand-crafted copy to participants! þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION
Designer: David Thompson
Artist: Claus Stephan, Antje Stephan
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2020
www.kosmos.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Logistics, railway
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good rules * Very nice components * Wellworking, rather simple mechanisms
Compares to:
Transport and logistics games

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none
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WELCOME TO THE UNDERWATER COSMOS

OZEANE

EVOLUTION UNDER WATER
Evolution is a thrilling topic, that fortunately is picked up again and again by
board games. A very well-designed and
very harmonious development game on
the topic is available since five years under the name of the genre, Evolution. In
2017 the topic was picked up again by the
publishers in the sequel called Evolution:
Der Einstieg / The Beginning, a slimmeddown but nonetheless equally entertaining variant of the original game. Now
game evolution has taken another step,
has adapted the concept and transferred
it to another environment.
„Wow, was exquisitely designed colorful
cards!“ is the spontaneous reaction upon
opening a box that promises such a wow
effect. And the overall design also suits
the topic: Population markers in Reef design, yes, Nemo is there as well, nice Reef
cardboard, only the rules would be given
a „there is room for more” or “ confusing”
remark - but get through it, it pays off!
Rather hesitantly, we send out first species into the reef, for a start equipped
with one special ability which is meant
to help the species to endure through
the coming ages and to not die out. But
which trait should I choose) “Filter Feeding” and therefore take up food, lots of
food, peacefully and remindful of a Blue
Whale, and with it enlarge population figures of the species? “Parasitic” and relieve
the neighboring species of a few of their
population markers or even choose “Apex
Predator” and attack other species? Provided of course, that neither protection
functions like swarm or transparency are
active nor the defense values are too high,
which at the moment excludes Inking. If
convenient, the Predator eats through the
population, to the delight of Shark Cleaners, who may - in analogy and comparison
to Parasites - may join the feeding.
Aging is the key!

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

If you are thinking of „eat and be eaten“,
you only partially correct because total extinction is not happening like that. Extinction only happens if a population cannot
age anymore, that is, has no population
marker to show after feeding. In that case,
the species disappears without further
ado from the map, sorry, ocean landscape,
and with it their trait cards. Bitter and unfortunate but not fatal. So, eat something
quickly to avoid extinction and thus keep
scoring points, one for each of your own
species, whereby the size of the species
does not matter! Points optimizers might
be encouraged to go for a broad variety
of species, but that ambition is curbed by
the restriction of being only able to let one
species eat - parasites are indicated.
Thomas Bareder
The predecessor Evolution recommends itself rather
for planning-loving strategists and tacticians;
oceans should appeal more to trait-combinationoptimizers and trash-fun players with a penchant
for challenges.
The Cambrian Explosion
begins Phase two in the game; it happens
when the reef has been cleaned of food
and - as it happens without mercy in the
fishing industry - the source of food has to
be switched to the deep sea. Additional
deep see trait cards come into the ocean
fray, events are exercising influence and
you only play cards from now on, which
speeds up the game - good, because you
are familiar with the game now and have
placed yourself well. A plethora of 89 (!)
different traits have been dreamed up and
marvelously illustrated, and the rules even
list their creators. All those traits are not
perfectly balanced and fine-tuned, but
definitely the salt in the ocean soup. They
intensive the chance and interaction element and the consistency of planning is
diluted. All gets more extreme, as illustrated by cards like “The Kraken” which allows
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two additional attacks with an enormous
attack value, sometimes it even gets
exulted, if you take “Super Brain”; Gene
Transfer” or Cthulhu Blood Sucker” for
examples, which, in a way, should maybe
be considered to be a separate “Trash” expansion. It might be a valid recommendation to assemble various deep see decks,
albeit after a few games to not endanger
the surprise effects, adapted to your idea
of how the game flow should work.
It does not take long, however, after that
Cambrian Explosion, until the last food
reserves have gone, which triggers a usually intense brain-racking final round, in
which, at the latest, eating is especially
important to increase your population
as population numbers are important for
scoring.
At that point, it is important not to fall
into the over-populating trap und not to
be reduced to half the maximum population due to having received one fish
too much. Chance, confusing situations
and potentially intense interaction can
scramble the scoring, often in favor of the
last player who must relinquish starting
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bonus points (unfortunately not an adequate means of control), but does not
have to take any risks. Not their cup of tea
for planning freaks, but fun and fancy for
players who want to have fun.
Ozeane is a fantastically beautifully designed, card based game, a complex development game, especially in the fullydeveloped stage, for ambitious players of
family games or for experienced players,
providing intense ambience for players from teen age up, tendency towards
adults. Not always easy to handle and easy
to adhere to the rules, and it can degenerate to brain-racking sometimes, but that
should not happen too often, because
due to the high interaction and luck-ofthe draw a lot of unforeseen things can
happen, quite often quite fundamental
ones. Thrilling and entertaining, just like
evolution itself. þ

INFORMATION
Designer: Nick Bentley und Team
Artist: Ben Goldman und Team
Price: ca. 55 Euro
Publisher: Schwerkraft Verlag 2020
www.schwerkraft-verlag.de

PLAYERS:

2-6
AGE:

14+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Development, optimization
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Extremely beautiful components * Topic
nicely implemented * Optimization mechanisms * Lots of ambience
Compares to:
Evolution and variants
Other editions:
Kickstarter collector’s edition

Thomas Bareder
My rating:

REVIEW

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25
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TAPESTRY t

TAPESTRY

OR RESEARCH? INVENTING WOULD BE GOOD, TOO!
Again a game by Jamey Stegmaier! After
predecessors like Viticulture, Scythe and
Flügelschlag eagerly awaited and intensively advertised long before its publication, we
find a game about civilizations, equipped
with opulent, impressive components. Will
it keep the promises it is making?
Each player selects one of two randomly
drawn civilizations with completely different specifications and special rules, for development over several epochs. The range
comprises campfire to space, ambitions
for the two hours of playing time that are
stated. The development is driven by four
tracks on the main board: Science, Technology, exploration, and military.Exploration
and expansion of civilizations also take
place on the main board. On the additional
capital board - one for each player - you
place buildings for income and the big
monuments, which means: Puzzling to your
heart’s desire.
The rules for all this are rather easy and
manageable, despite sounding rather complex and complicated.
The active player decides on one of two action options: He either generates income
or he advances his marker by one step one
one of the four progress tracks.
You can make an income turn five times in
total over all of the game, when you have
done five income turns, the game is over for
you. As the time for such a turn is chosen at
your discretion - with the exception of the
first one, which happens at the start of the
game - the duration of the game is different for each players. The more diligent you
manage your resources the later you will
need to play an income turn.

www.gamesjournal.at

In such a turn you use - if applicable - the
ability of your civilization. Then you play a
Gobelin card, which either has a once-only
effect or an effect that is applicable until
your next income turn. Then you upgrade
a technology and finally you collect income
- in relation to the number of income buildings you already built to unlock income with
them. Income comes in the guise of victory
points, resources, and cards.
Michaela Müller
Lots of variance, grandiose components, quickly
learned rules - albeit not for a game on civilization
development, but rather a game on resources
management and use of interactions.

The second option: You advance your
marker on one of the four progress tracks
mentioned above, pay the corresponding
costs and then use the indicated reward
and - maybe - a bonus. The first player who
reaches a new level on one of the tracks,
receives a unique, intensely coveted monument which he places on his capital board:
are really uplifting moment due to the extremely high-quality 3D- manufacturing of
the monument. The components in general
are out of dream, it impresses visually and
haptically. The fact that the base area of the
monuments does not correspond exactly to
the grid of the player board, is easily getting
used to. Furthermore, the instructions are
quickly read and understand, the included
summaries for the individual tracks are comfortable to use.
But a civilization game it is not. The real
question is where you can quickly collect
additional resources, in order to further optimize your game. The finding, recognizing,
and making use of symbiosis effects between the four tracks is
incredible fun, the replay value
is enormously high because you
can never do all in a game that
you want to try.
A frequently mentioned point is
the fact that the civilizations are
not balanced. There is a separate
sheet in the game with adaptions and a note that you should

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

check the homepage now and then if there
are new recommendations online. Possibly,
the fine-tuning and balancing has been
outsourced somewhat - in the face of the
plethora of variants nearly understandable,
albeit aggravating all the same, if you have
to admit in the middle of the game - coming
from a no-chance-at all position - that you
have to be content with the role of a felicitator or to have to adhere to the motto of “the
path is the destination”. In the solo game,
this cannot happen!

Resume: Tapestry is an entertaining game
for experienced players, featuring interesting mechanisms, excellent variation and
good in-game depth with at the same time
a well-structured rule book. Definitely no
civilization game in the established sense
- the topic retires very quickly to the background. þ
Michaela Müller

INFORMATION
Designer: Jamey Stegmaier
Artist: Andrew Bosley, Rom Brown
Price: ca. 85 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2020
www.feuerland-spiele.de

PLAYERS:

1-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Civilizations, resources, interaction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de languages
In-game text: yes
Comments:
More resources management than development * Extremely beautiful components *
Topic only surface-deep * (c) Images Henk
Rolleman
Compares to:
Resources management with building
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Albi (cz), Angry Lion (kr), Arclight (jp),
Delta Vision (hu), Lavka (ru), Ludofy (pt), Maldito (es),
Matagot (fr), Phalanx (pl), Stonemaier (en),
Surfin‘ Meeple (cn)

My rating:
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u THE KING‘S DILEMMA

ADVISORS, NOT SUCCESSORS

THE KING’S DILEMMA
ALL THE SAME: LONG LIVE THE KING!
Far, far away - in the Kingdom of Ankist - a
wise king rules, basing his decisions on the
advice and suggestions of his most important advisors. Luckily, especially for the
realm, those advisors are the most noble
and most clever princes of the land and it
would never enter their head to act in their
own interest.
In King´s Dilemma we must deal with exactly this - the dilemmas of the king. Basically, one problem after the other is dealt
with, and - contrary to mundane problems
- those problems are always solved by two
possible decisions. The consequences of
those decisions make Ankist flourish, stagnant or weaken it. Ankist is represented by
five areas of the realm: Military Power, Morale, Gold stock, Wealth of the population
and Knowledge.
Many decisions also have the consequences that new problems are generated for the
realm. Thus, decisions can result in War, can
lead to expeditions to foreign countries or
trigger, for instance, peasant revolts or a religious schism. All this introduces new dilemmas in the form of cards to the game and
slightly changes the rules of the game, but
- over several games - results in the unveiling of an important mystery from Ankist’s
history.
How does the king take a decision? In reality, his council decides, and here players
come into play. At the start of the campaign,
you select one noble house. Those houses

about 20 hours and share the responsibility
for the fate of Ankist.
King´s Dilemma is grandiose fun for people
who love to discuss and dissect problems

have varying agendas and therefore want
to lead the country into different directions there are noble houses who want to expand
and glean advantages from wars. For other
houses it is important to increase knowledge or personal wealth; during the campaign you collect prestige and ambition.
René Eichinger
Lots of fun for discussion lovers, featuring the familiar legacy effect - you can only play the game once.
How the game is won is not clear at the start
of the game; but it connects to the fact if the
realm is in a better or a worse condition at
the end of the campaign - so, players must
- as in real life - guess and conclude what is
best for them and the country.
After approximately 15 scenarios, the end
of the campaign, the individual scenarios,
however, are rather different, so the game
can be over in 30 minutes, because the king
abdicates after three decisions, or the game
takes three hours, because the maximum of
eleven decisions is taken.
The various threads of the stories are interesting and often one is confronted with
awkward decisions. Is it okay to enslave the
soothsaying Ascher to make money or do I
leave the locked away in the overpopulated
dungeons? Of course, many decisions are
simplified, all the same the decision tree is
enormous and many parts of the game will
remain hidden or unused. In any case, players are involved in events in the realm for

and to win others over to their side in discussions - all in all a marvelous legacy game.
Typical Eurogamers, however, who love
to optimize, will find little challenge in the
game, especially as it is not clear at the beginning how the game is won. A small point
to criticize might be that the game designers did not, in the 21st century, entertain the
idea that there might be a Queen - what a
dilemma! þ
René Eichinger

INFORMATION
Designer: L. Silva, H. Hach
Artist: Giorgio Baroni, Giulia Ghigini
Price: ca. 75 Euro
Publ.: Horrible Guild / Heidelbär 2019
www.heidelbaer.de

PLAYERS:

3-5
AGE:

14+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Discussion, legacy game
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it nl pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Legacy game * Emphasis on discussion
and decision making * Nominated for Kennerspiel der Jahres 2020 * (c) Images Henk
Rolleman, TImofey Bokarev
Compares to:
Legacy games

My rating:

Other editions:
999 Games (nl), CrowD (ru), Iello (fr), Galakta (pl),
Asmodee (es), Horrible Guild (en, it)
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BOHNANZA – DAS DUELL / DRAGON FIRE t

BOHNANZA – DAS DUELL

NATURE’S LAWS ARE INFRINGED
There is a good reason for the
deluxe edition of the Duel (the
game itself was already published in 2016) - a birthday.
But not the game’s birthday is
celebrated, it is the designer’s
birthday. Happy 50th Birthday,
dear Uwe!
Fantastic components and a
special, unusual box for this version. Again, we plant beans as
usual, but this time - against all

common or general gardening
traditions and conventions - not
separated by variety. We can
plant the bean variety showing
the next higher number: Brechbohne (14) on Sojabohne (12).
As the trading phase does not
work too well in a 2-player
game, the active player must
make a bean gift. If the receiver
does not want to accept the gift,
he is obliged to make a counter-

DRAGON FIRE

OFF TO THE QUARRY!
Equipped with a non-dangerous pickaxe we want to mine
stones from a volcano. But take
care: a small green dragon is
also living on the volcano and
does not want to topple - because there is hot lava, too!
In turn, we knock rock and lava
lumps of different height out
of the hexagonal 3D playing
area. The basis that carries the
little dragon figurine gets more

www.gamesjournal.at

4
and more unstable and finally
breaks down - hopefully in the
turn of another player who then
has lost the game! So, you have
to always think carefully which
lump you can risk knocking at ....
The set-up of the game is always
the same and done with the
help of a clear plastic template;
sometimes, it can take longer
to set up the game than to play
it - not really ease, children will

gift in another variety. The phase
ends when a gift is accepted or
with payment of a Taler when a
player has bluffed and does not
have the offered bean variety.
The three Bohnus cards, which
are available for each player at
any time, reward certain planting sequences with a Taler; as
this also includes opposing
fields, gift giving takes on an additional tactical aspect.
Das Duell – clearly more tactical than the 2-player version „Al
Cabohne“ – introduces many
new facets into the cozy world of
bean gardening. Trading is out,
gift giving is in, gifts are nicely
tracked with the Geschenkometer. The Bohnus cards give you a
lot of room to play, that needs to
be cleverly used. Let’s dig over
the old bean fields! þ

INFORMATION

need help! The game itself is
short, but entertaining, often
more than one rock breaks
off. Play is never limited to one
round; the knocking is a lot of
fun and wants to be experienced intensively.
Dragon Fire is a very quickly
played 3D dexterity game with
a high allure for a first play for
all the family, beginning at preschool age. The game trains
hand-eye coordination, motor
skills, dosage of strength and
simple considerations on statics.
An amendment to this prsentation by Karin Bareder:
If you experience some deja
vú, you are right - the topic has
been implemented in a similar
way in Klopf klopf - Hallo Eisbär
or Kristallica from Hasbro / MB,
und also in Toc Toc Woodman
by Gemblo from Korea - which
does not change anything
about this nice new implementation, topic and mechanism fit
very nicely together in this version, too. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 24 and 25

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Björn Pertoft
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2020
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card game
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
2-player variant of Bohnanza * Deluxe edition upon
designer’s anniversary *
Rules changes for trading
and bean planting
Compares to:
All editions and variants of Bohnanza
Other editions:
Rio Grande Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

5+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publ.: Noris-Spiele / Simba Toys 2020
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de + 26 languages
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Nice new
implementation
Compares to:
Kristallica, Hasbro, oder Toc
Toc Woodman, Gemblo
Other editions:
Currently none
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u MEIN ERSTER LERNSPIELZOO / ROBIN VON LOCKSLEY

MEIN ERSTER LERNSPIELZOO

THIS ZOO MAKES CHILDREN HAPPY, AND GROWN-UPS, TOO
In ten varied games with lots of
different components, many educational topics are trained, based
on the Zoo topic. Feel, color and
number memos; card games;
game on counting, amounts and
shapes; a color race game and a
game about adding in the range
of 1-10 leave not much to be desired. And the games are fun to
play - very nicely done!
The first thing to notice are the
very robust components, which
are very well suited to the age
group, it entices already kinder
garden children to play. Half of the

3

games is geared for exactly that
age group, too. In one game, the
spots of a giraffe on the figurine
and the die must be counted and
most giraffes must be collected;
in another you need to win a race
in an animal park, using a color
die; or you play at recovering the
lost toys of monkeys and to stop
their antics, or to find maximum
numbers of giraffes by finding
identical numbers and amounts.
“Tiere tasten“ presents itself as a
tad more challenging and clearly
more difficult: Eight wooden animals go into a cloth bag and need

ROBIN VON LOCKSLEY

COMPETITION OF THIEVES
In reality, there can only be one
Robin. To find the true one, two
Robins duel by means of the
Knight’s Move from chess. Like
the Knight, they jump across the
board filled with treasure tiles and
pick up a tile they reach. The corresponding bards wander around
the arena singing and encouraging with their tongues hanging
out.
Why? Because aim of the game
is to have your bard circle the
board twice. He is driven on the

24

one hand by the completion of
fame tile tasks, which change with
each step, and on the other hand
by gold coins. For each gold coin,
your bard may jump over tasks
that might currently be hard to
meet. If his robin acts cleverly and
plans ahead, the bard can cover
quite a distance during one of his
turns. “Have less gold than your
opponent“, or „Your pawn stands
in a corner of the board” or “both
pawns sit in capturing distance =
Knight’s Move from each other”

Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

to be identified by feeling, according to the tile animal minder Tim
stands on after a die was rolled. If
you manage it, you earn a coconut and turn over the tile. When
Tim reaches it again, you must
remember the animal image underneath - difficult for older players, too.
Chamäleon, wo bist du?
The colorful chameleon hunt is
geared to the somewhat older
group of children from ages 4 and
older. Chameleon tiles in eleven
colors are distributed face-down
and must be found by turtle or
rhino - each hit again earns a
coconut. Paying attention and
concentration are necessary. In
variants, Rhino Ferdinand Vielfraß
and turtle Wilbert Weißbart must
eat as much food as possible,
or several giraffe detectives assemble for spot comparation. In
Zahlen-Zoohuwabohu you need
the help of toucan, giraffe and
zebra to sort numbers; or you try
to harvest yummy coconuts by
assessing and adding in the number range of 1-10. This amount of
varied games offers something
for everyone - even older family
members join to play here with
pleasure.
This voluminous collection of educational games offers lots of fun
and action to children from age 3
and also older players. Depending
on the game, the abilities trained
are color recognition, tactile recognition, hand-eye coordination,
recognizing of amounts, first
counting and adding, adhering to
rules and motor skills. Top! þ

INFORMATION

are only a few examples of the
tasks that you are asked to complete. Grabbing treasures and
accruing gold is also in the cards.
The exchange rate of treasure tile
to gold coin is regulated very simply: Two treasure tiles of your loot
are discarded; the rest is turned
over to gold. To make such an
exchange, the collection of tiles
must be of the same type of treasure - a restriction and an incentive at the same time. Keeping an
eye on the treasure collection of
your opponent can even, now and
then, allow you to introduce some
small tactics and to jump to this or
that treasure tile to take. Usually, a
pawn has several targets to select
from
Towards the end of the game it is
mandatory to keep a close eye on
the coin stack of your opponent.
Is he close to reach the finish with
the necessary amount of four gold
coins left over, by paying the gold
coin penalty for each step? If yes,
immediate action is necessary.
The story around Richard the Lionheart is a bit thin, contrary to the
game, which in set-up and game
flow reminds one of Kupferkessel
und Co., but plays in a much more
interesting way. Robin 1 versus
Robin 2 is no masterpiece, but
solid entertainment for two with
a sometimes surprisingly fast end
to the game.
Jörg Domberger þ

INFORMATION

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

TIME:

3-8

20+

Designer: Hagen Baumann
Artist: Aleš Vrtal
Price: Haba 2019
Publisher: ca. 30 Euro
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Game collection
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, first edition
2011
Compares to:
Games about the zoo,
educational games
Other editions:
First edition 2011

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

TIME:

10+

45+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Maren Gutt
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Wyrmgold 2019
www.wyrmgold.com

EVALUATION
Move & collect
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Only one move for the
Robins - Knight’s Move *
Interesting mechanism mix
* Completing of tasks
Compares to:
Kupferkessel & Co
Other editions:
Delirium Games (es), Funforge (fr),
Moria Games (pl), Rio Grande Games
(en)

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

WYRMGOLD / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t

SPECIAL TOPIC

PUBLISHERS, SMALL BUT NICE

WYRMGOLD
Many nights passed in the land of the Rising Sun, the
land of little dragon Kin (Japanese for gold), before
he could see the light as mascot and ambassador of
the new, small publishing house owned by Alexander
Ommer - who is a repeat offender, his first company
was Soylent Games with two of his games. On the
short list of names there was also Feathery Fox, who
in the end was ditched in favor of crafty dragon Kin,
due to the proximity to the fox of Peter Eggert.
International is important
To make sure that the name of the company has
an international flavor and can still be found in the
worldwide data net - Dragon Gold or Dragon Hoard
has been used inflationary abundance - a few more
nights were spent on finding a name. Wyrm, the old
English name for a dragon, in combination with gold,
resulted in the name WYRMGOLD for the company.
The name suits ideally, can be pronounced like an
Umlaut without being one and can be found in the
web without problems by anybody using any type of
PC keyboard. Alexander says: WYRMGOLD is the name
for Dragon Kin’s treasure and our game are therefore
our permanently increasing hoard.
Two games in the Dragon Hoard
The company debuted in 2019, with a range of two
games. The friendship and long-term partnership of
Alexander with Uwe Rosenberg made possible the
prestigious development of ROBIN VON LOCKSLEY
(see a report of the 2-player game online -> in WIN
539 and FG 3/2020) on the one hand, and on the
other hand the famous name of the designer brought
in enough money to finance the founding of the
company.
You very nearly could call the annual Co-founding of
a new, small publishing house a Rosenberg hobby.
I believe he loves to do that and always puts his

playing potential and his ability again and again
to the good cause. Thank you at this point for the
variety in the games cosmos! The second game from
WYRMGOLD is called DRACHENSACHEN and was
designed by Carsten Lauber and Rocky Bogdanski;
it is a pure card game and reminds one of UNO in its
core flow, albeit being set in the Dragon universe,
where Dragon Kin is robbed of all his gold from
his hoard by mean monsters. Can we avoid that
happening? The came is complex without being
complicated - motto of the company - and very cutely
illustrated.
Decentralized and online
Members of the company are scattered all over
Germany. Illustrator Maren Gutt lives in Berlin, sales
manager Andreas Fuchs in Herbertsfelden, Holger
Herrmann looks after logistics in Dortmund and the
full-time company boss - who as a sideline works at
DIGIDICED in the are of board game digitalization
- lives in Meine. Corona with its credo of „keep your
distance“ therefore is no problem with a crow-flight’s
distance of minimum 235 km between persons. Work
in the company happens mainly online. However, the
missing games fairs and contact with fans „hurts very
much“, not only financially but especially because
there is little feedback, which usually provides strong
motivation.
Against this I can help at least with my limited means:
I believe ROBIN VON LOCKSLEY to be very well made
and like to play it again and again. Please, stay
motivated and the story will continue with the Living
Card Game for 2 players, PAGAN FATE OF ROANOKE,
planned for a Kickstarter campaign.
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